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Since 1873, Seneca Millwork has been manufacturing premium hardwood 

products.  Drawing from the knowledge and skills of a long heritage of 

craftsmen, we have also integrated today’s best technology and 

advancements into our manufacturing processes.  This combination of 

craftsmanship and technology results in a full range of premium crafted 

solutions—standard or custom—for your hardwood transition needs.  

Our strong commitment to quality is evident at every step of our production 

process from raw material purchasing of the finest quality hardwoods, to 

milling, color development, finishing, packaging and delivery.  Our 

production process results in efficiency, flexibility, precision manufacturing 

and quality products unsurpassed in the industry.  Our employees’ skills 

and techniques ensure that our customers receive transitions with a perfect 

fit, perfect finish.  This is part of our Signature Craftsmanship approach to 

every product we offer and every service we provide.  

Perfect Fit. Perfect Finish.

SUSTAINABILITY
           Seneca Millwork is a well-established family-owned business with a quality product that bridges the past 

        and the future.  Our commitment to making a positive impact on the environment is a conscious part of 

        our company practices.  Our wood products are FloorScore® certified—meaning healthier, cleaner indoor 

        air quality.  Seneca’s flooring products have been independently certified by SCS to comply with the VOC 

emissions criteria of the California Section 01350 Program.  Our products contribute to multiple LEED, Green Globes 

and WELL building rating system credits, with low-emitting certifications, waste reuse practices, and continuous 

improvement in operations’ sustainability.

FSC® (Forest Stewardship Council®) certification ensures that wood products come from 

responsibly managed forests that provide environmental, social and economic benefits.  

Seneca has the capability to source FSC lumber for our customers’ projects.   

PACKAGING & SHIPPING 
At Seneca we use superior products throughout our processes.  This approach is even implemented in the packaging 

and shipping departments where each individual piece is shrink-wrapped and labeled to help protect it during shipping 

and delivery.  We utilize five-panel corrugated cardboard boxes, custom built pallets that fit to material size, and wrap 

our products in protective material.  This unique combination helps provide a sound and secure shipment every time.

ON TIME DELIVERY 

Seneca is the industry leader in on-time promised performance.  Even with products 

involving multi-step treatments--like sculpting, distressing, wire brushing, glazing, multi-

colored floors and more--we ship the day we promise.  When you place an order with 

our customer service team, your trim will be shipped as soon as possible and on time.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Flexible 
Moldings

SignatureFlex™, our flexible moldings products line, is designed for curved 

architecture and flooring applications.  It is the perfect companion to our quality 

hardwood transitions.  Manufactured out of polyurethane material, they provide a 

strong, durable, cost effective alternative to custom wood applications.  SignatureFlex 

products are water resistant and will not rot or swell, unlike wood products that are 

susceptible to those issues when exposed to moisture.  

SignatureFlex can be ordered either straight or pre-curved.  Straight moldings have some flexibility limitations so 

pre-curved moldings may be the best solution for your tight radius applications.  Flexibility depends upon several 

factors—size, shape, direction it will be bent, and application.  Pre-curved moldings for tight curves remain flexible 

and will be adjustable for minor variations.  Pre-curving requires a template and will be quoted as a special order.

All profiles are sold unfinished and can be painted or gel-stained and finished after installation.  Finishing after 

installation prevents the coating from fracturing due to flexing of the product.  The flexible moldings can also be 

cut, fitted and fastened in the same manner as real wood, and can be used inside or outside.

  • Standard length is 12’ 

  • Sold unfinished; can be painted or  
     gel-stained and finished after installation

  • Smooth or wood-textured surface options

  

  • Packaged in coils

  • No minimum order size

  • Contact customer service for additional 
     information or visit signatureflex.com



 

Reducers

T-moldings

Thresholds are designed for the transition between 

floors of different heights.  They can be used with 

hardwood flooring, tile or carpeted surfaces.  They 

are frequently used where wood flooring meets 

plush carpeting in doorways and other areas. 

  •  Standard length is 78”

  •  Styles include standard and long stem 

      thresholds

T-moldings are transitions that cover the narrow gap 

between two hard surface floors of the same height.
  
  • Standard length is 78”

  • Styles include standard and long-stem t-moldings

Thresholds

Reducers provide a smooth transition between floors 

of different heights, often being used between wood 

floors and thinner floor coverings such as vinyl, tile or 

low pile carpet.

• Standard length is 78”

• Available for multiple flooring thicknesses

• Custom fit to a customer’s floor

• Styles include flush reducers (for nail or 

   glue-down flooring) and overlap reducers 

   (for floating floor applications) 



Quarter Round 
& Base Shoe
Quarter round and base shoe create a subtle transition 

between hardwood flooring and a wall or other vertical 

structure, and are used to cover the necessary expansion 

space between them.  They are frequently used in 

conjunction with baseboard.

• Standard length is 78”

• Quarter round is ¾” high x ¾” wide

• Base shoe is ¾” high x  ½” wide

Stair nosings are used on the front edge of a step 

when flooring is used to cover stairways.  They are 

designed to take the brunt of foot traffic.  Stair 

nosings can either fit flush with the flooring for a 

seamless transition, or overlap the flooring slightly.  
  

  •  Standard length is 78” 

  •  Available for multiple floor thicknesses

  •  Custom fit to a customer’s floor

  •  Styles include flush (for nail or glue down 
      flooring, or in stair tread installation) and 
      overlap stair nosings (for floating floors or 
      certain other applications)  

Stair Nosings



Stair treads are available in a wide variety of styles, 

species and finishes.  Risers form the vertical face of 

each step and provide a seamless coordinating 

transition between the steps.  
  
  •  Standard stair tread lengths range from 36” to 
      96” and are 1-1/16” thick and 11-1/2” deep

  •  Only two to three glue lines per tread

  •  Nosing styles include square edged or bull nosed

  •  Available tread styles include single or double 
      returns; as well as radius returns for starter steps

  •  Hand-finished with a durable polyurethane top 
      coat

  •  Standard risers are ¾” thick and 7-½” high

Stair Treads 
& Risers

CUSTOM PRODUCTS
We make custom profiles if our customers do not 

find the transition profile needed among our standard 

selections that can be viewed online at senecamillwork.com.  

Contact us regarding custom length products as availability 

may depend on individual species length limitations.  

Small orders of custom products may require an additional 

charge due to time and production scheduling requirements.

Baseboard is crafted to make a decorative transition 

between the floor and walls, covering the flooring 

expansion space between them.

• Standard length is 78”

• Styles include 7/16” and 9/16” thick Colonial base, 

   7/16” thick Streamline base, and Roll-up base 

  

Baseboards



Real Character

SPECIALTY FINISHES
Hardwood flooring is available in a large variety of special 

textures and designs that capture timeworn charm—such 

as distressed, sculpted, wire brushed and antiqued finishes.  

To match these character floors, Seneca offers a full line of 

coordinating transitions for these one-of-a-kind flooring 

styles.  Our special finishes are crafted for a unique and 

beautiful appearance.

Seneca stocks a wide selection of domestic and exotic raw lumber and is skilled at sourcing wood globally.  Contact 

customer service for information on the availability of exotic wood species and sourcing FSC® lumber.

All species typically have their own particular variation in color and texture that should be considered when selecting 

and ordering raw material.  We believe the beauty of authentic hardwood products lies in the natural variations of color 

and grain that give every piece its individual charm.  Because finish colors and stains take differently to inherent wood

characteristics, some natural light and dark areas may result. 

All of our hardwood products are available unfinished or prefinished to coordinate with the color and appearance of a 

customer’s flooring product.  Seneca uses environmentally responsible materials with minimal VOCs—from our water 

based stain solutions containing organic compounds, to our water based polyurethane and 100% solid UV coatings.  

All prefinished material undergoes a finishing procedure that provides multi-step processes to ensure a durable finish 

with perfect appearance and lasting protection.  Our multiple state-of-the-art finish systems allow us to be very 

flexible and responsive to short lead times.            

COLORMASTER SYSTEM
At Seneca, we work together with our customers to ensure our 

transitions are the perfect accessory to their flooring selection.  

We utilize an exclusive ColorMaster System to meet customers’ 

specifications, and have over 8,000 ColorMasters on file for many 

popular hardwood flooring brands and colors.  

If a new ColorMaster needs to be created, customers can send 

wood flooring samples—showing a good range of color—to our color 

lab department where the species, stain and finish can be coordinated with the flooring.  

A ColorMaster folder is returned to the customer for approval or their requested adjustments with specifics 

as to what the required changes are.  This method provides a consistent complement to the customer’s flooring, 

and when dealing with a natural product, there is no better way to attain color quality and accuracy.  



A part of the RHC family of brands.

Seneca Millwork, Inc. is a member of the
Roppe Holding Company family of brands,

based in the USA. Roppe Holding companies
have a proven history of producing quality flooring
products and providing superior customer service 

from family-owned and operated businesses.
We believe in building strong,trusted 

relationships with our business partners.

For more information contact customer service:
800-228-6671 or sales@senecamillwork.com

300 Court Place l PO Box 429 l Fostoria, OH 44830 
 800-228-6671 l 419-435-6671

fax 419-435-5688 
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